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A player’s goal is to either spread or stop the spread of conspiracy 
theories online. At the end of your turn we will determine if you 
receive any points based on your character’s specific goal (see 
below). In this initial release we outline a 3-round style of play, 
but you are welcome to play for longer.

There are 4 playable actors representing two teams (Spreaders 
and Stoppers). Below is a brief summary of their goals with  
a larger description of their play included later in the document. 

Goal of the Game

Playable Actors

Conspiracy Theorists (Spreader): Conspiracy Theorists focus 
on communities where they have engagement to quickly spread 
a message across different networks. They build up support in 
one network quickly, or construct a chain of connections that 
grow throughout a system. 
Edgelords (Spreader): Edgelords focus on choosing specific 
communities within which they sow dissent. They love to 
“double-down” on their posts and engagement, allowing them 
to repeat the cards they play for a massive impact. 
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Game Contents

Platform Moderators (Stopper): Moderators respond to reported 
content by moving through networks. Over time, they can 
gain funding and train algorithms that allow them to add more 
Moderators to the board. 
Digital Literacy Educators (Stopper): Digital Literacy Educators 
focus on slowly building up aware users who can naturally fight 
back. If given enough time, they can correct entire networks and 
help others learn necessary fact-checking skills. 

• 1 Game Board
• 1 Scenario broken into 3 rounds of play/text
• 48 Player Character cards (12 for each playable character)
• 4 Player Boards (1 for each playable character)
• 4 Rules and Keywords reference cards
• 6 Moderator Meeples
• 50 Bird Conspiracy tokens
• 50 Lizard Conspiracy tokens 
• 50 Critical Literacy tokens 
• 8 Vulnerability tokens
• 15 Flag tokens
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Description of Board

Mainstream Social Media

Network

Connection

Node

Alternative Social Media

The game will be played on a game board. The board contains 
the following:
1. Mainstream SNS: These are the “popular” social media sites 

and are represented by the networks of Thoughtbook, Chrpr, 
Shreddit, Tik Tak, and MeTube. Play occurs within these spaces.

2. Alternative SNS: These are social media sites that are harder 
to govern and act as the “base” for the spreading of conspiracy 
theories. Cards do not affect these spaces (content cannot be 
removed or added to them).
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1. Open and place the game board within reach of all players. 
2. Choose and place the player boards in front of each player: 

either one Spreader and Stopper for a 2-player game, or all 
four for a 4-player. At this time a 3-player option does not exist. 
Stagger the boards around the table as Spreader -> Stopper - 
> Spreader -> Stopper.

3. Place the Bird and Lizard Conspiracy tokens in reach of the 
spreaders. Place the Critically Aware tokens within reach of 
the Digital Literacy Educator player. Place the Moderator and 
Flag tokens within reach of the Platform Moderator player.

4. If needed, place the reference cards within reach/visibility of 
the players.

5. Give each player their small deck of cards.
6. Place 1 Lizard Conspiracy token on the corresponding node 

within 2+2chan and Atekun.

Setup

3. Networks: These are meant to reflect specific platforms as 
mentioned in the Mainstream SNS. They are organized by a 
series of bubbles and clumped nodes. Some cards or events 
reference networks, so read carefully.

4. Nodes: These represent specific communities within a network 
and are visualized through circles on the board map. The 
majority of cards focus on interacting with nodes.

5. Connections: These are lines meant to show information 
pipelines between nodes.
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7. Place 1 Bird Conspiracy token on the corresponding node 
within 2+2chan and Atekun.

8. On the board, add 1 Bird Conspiracy token to a node connected 
to 2+2chan. Then add 1 Lizard token in a node in a different 
network connected to 2+2chan. Repeat with Göber . If you 
are unsure where these are, see the map visual described on 
page 5.
a) If playing with a Platform Moderator, allow them to place 

3 Moderators on the board. Each must be on a node in a 
different network, with one residing in the centre network 
(Thoughtbook).

b) If playing with a Digital Literacy Educator, have them place 1 
Critically Aware token in the centre network (Thoughtbook). 
Then place 1 additional token in 2 different networks on a 
node connected to Thoughtbook.

9. Have everyone shuffle their decks and draw 5 cards. They can 
then choose to discard any cards and draw back up to 5. The 
discarded cards do not go back into their deck until they run 
out of cards.

10. Start playing with the following turn order: 
 Spreader -> Stopper -> Spreader -> Stopper. 
Whichever characters you insert into that order is up to you, 
but it will remain for the rest of the game, so choose wisely!
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Gameplay

Rounds:

The game will occur over 3 rounds played out through a specific 
scenario (in this case a political election). A round is as follows:
1. Read part of the Scenario Card (to set the scene)
2. Incorporate any effects from the Scenario Card
3. Each player takes a turn (see page 9)
4. Read the scenario round end condition (depending on board state)
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Objectives: As an educator you m
ight not 

alw
ays see the im

pact of your w
ork, but 

take strength in the fact that giving 

users the tools to check for them
selves 

w
ill pay off.

Step 1: Inform
 the Public:

Add 1 Critically Aw
are token to 

a controlled node.
Step 2: Instruct: 

Play cards from
 hand.

Step 3: Prepare Lessons:

Draw
 back to 5

Player T
ips:

1. 
Educators 

struggle 
to 

engage 

across the netw
orks so think w

isely 

about w
here and how

 you are building 

out your places of influence. 

2. Your ability to critique is pow
erful 

but relies on the am
ount of tokens 

you have to be truly effective. Think 

about how
 you m

ight construct w
ays 

to m
axim

ize your rem
oval effi

ciency.

Turn Sequence:

Keyw
ords:

Buy-In: W
hen a node gains tokens 

that w
ould place it over its capacity 

(4 for conspiracy) it instead adds 

one of the tokens added to each 

node connected to it. This can only 

happen ONCE per card/player action.

Critique: Rem
ove Conspiracy tokens 

equal to the num
ber of Critically 

Aw
are tokens on the node selected.

Select: This m
eans you m

ust 

originate at a specific node, 

dem
arked by the select keyw

ord. 

For exam
ple, if it states “Select 

Engaged,” the entire action has to 

occur on a node you control.

Teach: Add Critically Aw
are tokens 

based on the num
ber given.

StopperDigital Literacy 
Educators

As m
any tim

es as you w
ant on your turn, 

discard a card from
 your hand to Add 1 

Critically Aw
are token to a node connected 

to a controlled node.

Pow
er - Teach Them

 to Share:

Objectives: You can’t change everyone’s 

m
ind, but m

aybe you can give people a 

clear answ
er w

hen they are trying to 

understand all this content about birds 

and reptiles.
Step 1: Stay Vigilant:

Add 1 Flag to 3 different nodes.

Step 2: Get to W
ork: 

Play and/or use discard pow
er.

Step 3: Evaluate Queries:

For each node w
ith a Flag AND 

M
oderator rem

ove one Flag and 

Rem
ove 2.

Step 4: Draw
 back to hand 

size (5)

Player T
ips:

1. Be w
ary of m

oving all your 

M
oderators to one side of the board.

2. Don’t be afraid to use your pow
er 

to discard and choose an action.

Turn Sequence:

Keyw
ords:

Rem
ove: Rem

ove a 
conspiracy token based on 

the num
ber follow

ing-
Flag and M

oderator: These 

are tokens you use to 

navigate the board 
(M

oderator) and m
ark 

com
m

unities (Flag).
Select: This m

eans you m
ust 

originate at a specific node, 

dem
arked by the select 

keyw
ord. For exam

ple, if it 

states “Select Engaged,” the 

entire action has to occur on 

a node you control.

Stoper Platform
 

M
oderators

As m
any tim

es as you w
ant on your 

turn, discard a card from
 your hand to 

choose one of these three actions: 

M
ove a M

oderator 1, add 1 Flag, or 

Rem
ove 1.

Pow
er - M

obilize the Com
m

unity





Objectives: Do you believe or 

does the conspiracy?

Step 1: Build Support:

Spread 1 Engaged (Add 1 

Conspiracy Theory token to 

a node you control).

Step 2: Proliferate Message:

Play and/or use discard power.

Step 3: Ready Campaign:

Draw back to hand size (5).

Player Tips:

1. Use “Buy-Ins”to quickly fill a 

network and exploit a highly 

connected node.

2. Don’t be afraid to use your 

power to discard a card & 

spread.

Turn Sequence:
Keywords:

Buy-In: When a node gains tokens that 

would place it over its capacity (4 for 

conspiracy) it instead adds one of the 

tokens added to each node connected 

to it. This can only happen ONCE per 

card/player action.

Spread: Add a conspiracy token to a 

node. If the card has a themed 

conspiracy add that one, otherwise the 

player chooses. Spreading can stack; it 

can also be accompanied by a 

requirement such as "Engaged" to 

indicate you must already have tokens 

on that node.

Select: This means you must originate at 

a specific node, demarked by the select 

keyword. For example, if it states 

“Select Engaged,” the entire action has 

to occur on a node you control.

Spreader Conspiracy 

Theorists

As many times as you want on 

your turn, discard a card from 

your hand to Spread 1 to any node.

Power - Buy Some Visibility

Objectives: As an edgelord, you are looking to 

push buttons—human or machine. You revel in 

shock, outrage, and a little conspiracy no 

matter which one.

Step 1: Select any node. 

All other actions will use this node.

Step 2: Select one theory. 

All other actions will use this theory.

Step 3: Add 1 Conspiracy token to 

the step 1 node.

Step 4: Mark the node vulnerable 

(with a Vulnerability token).

Step 5: Draw back to hand limit (5).

Player Tips:

1. You can only play one card per step 

so think about your goals for the turn 

and choose wisely.

2. Unlike other players, you can choose 

to engage anywhere on the board. 

Think about what locations might be 

strategically best for your (and your 

team’s) goals.

Stirring the Pot: Keywords:

Buy-In: When a node gains tokens 

that would place it over its capacity 

(4 for conspiracy) it instead adds 

one of the tokens added to each 

node connected to it. This can only 

happen ONCE per card/player action.

Vulnerable: The next time 

Conspiracy Theory tokens are added 

here, add 1 additional token. 

Select: This means you must 

originate at a specific node, 

demarked by the select keyword. 

For example, if it states “Select 

Engaged,” the entire action has to 

occur on a node you control.

Disruption: This card is played 

during the regular steps on your 

turn. You can only play one 

disruption per turn step.

Spreader 

Edgelords

Your cards replace your player steps. You can 

only play one card per step. If you have multiple 

cards of the same step you can discard them 

to repeat the card you played for that step. 

For example, your hand of 5 contains a step 1 

disruption, and 4 step 3 disruptions. On your 

turn, you will (probably) play the step 1 disruption, 

follow step 2 as written on your board, play one 

step 3 disruption and discard the other three to 

repeat the step 3 card you played three more 

times. Now out of cards, you would follow 

steps 4 and 5 as written on the board.

Power - Double Down





Fact Checker Token

A

Objectiv
es: Do you belie

ve or 

does th
e conspira

cy?

Ste
p 1: 

Build
 Support:

Spread 1 E
ngaged (A

dd 1 

Conspira
cy Theory to

ken to
 

a node yo
u contro

l).

Ste
p 2: P

rolife
rate M

essage:

Play and/or u
se discard power.

Ste
p 3: R

eady Campaign:

Draw back to
 hand size (5

).

Player T
ips:

1. U
se “B

uy-In
s”to

 quickly fill a
 

netw
ork and exploit a

 highly 

connected node.

2. D
on’t b

e afra
id to

 use yo
ur 

power t
o discard a card & 

spread.

Turn
 Sequence:

Keyword
s:

Buy-In
: W

hen a node gains to
kens th

at 

would place it 
over it

s capacity
 (4

 fo
r 

conspira
cy) it

 in
stead adds one of t

he 

tokens added to
 each node connected 

to it.
 This can only happen ONCE per 

card/player a
ctio

n.

Spre
ad: A

dd a conspira
cy to

ken to
 a 

node. If
 th

e card has a th
emed 

conspira
cy add th

at o
ne, o

therw
ise th

e 

player c
hooses. S

preading can stack; it
 

can also be accompanied by a 

require
ment s

uch as "E
ngaged" t

o 

indicate yo
u m

ust a
lre

ady have to
kens 

on th
at n

ode.

Select: T
his m

eans yo
u m

ust o
rig

inate at 

a specific node, d
emarked by th

e select 

keyword. F
or e

xample, if
 it 

states 

“S
elect E

ngaged,” t
he entir

e actio
n has 

to occur o
n a node yo

u contro
l.

Spre
ader

Conspira
cy 

Theoris
ts As m

any ti
mes a

s yo
u w

ant o
n 

yo
ur turn, discard a card fro

m 

yo
ur h

and to
 Spread 1 t

o any node.

Power -
 Buy Some Visibilit

y

Objectiv
es: A

s an edgelord, y
ou are lo

oking to
 

push butto
ns—human or m

achine. Y
ou re

vel in
 

shock, outra
ge, and a litt

le conspira
cy no 

matte
r w

hich one.

Ste
p 1: 

Select a
ny node. 

All o
ther a

ctio
ns w

ill u
se th

is node.

Ste
p 2: S

elect o
ne th

eory.
 

All o
ther a

ctio
ns w

ill u
se th

is th
eory.

Ste
p 3: A

dd 1 C
onspira

cy to
ken to

 

the step 1 n
ode.

Ste
p 4: Mark the node vulnerable 

(w
ith

 a Vulnerabilit
y to

ken).

Ste
p 5: D

raw back to
 hand lim

it (
5).

Player T
ips:

1. Y
ou can only play one card per s

tep 

so th
ink about y

our g
oals fo

r t
he tu

rn 

and choose w
isely.

2. U
nlike other p

layers, yo
u can choose 

to engage anywhere on the board. 

Think about w
hat l

ocatio
ns m

ight b
e 

stra
tegically b

est f
or y

our (
and yo

ur 

team’s) g
oals.

Stir
rin

g th
e Pot:

Keyword
s:

Buy-In
: W

hen a node gains to
kens 

that w
ould place it 

over it
s capacity

 

(4 fo
r c

onspira
cy) it

 in
stead adds 

one of t
he to

kens added to
 each 

node connected to
 it.

 This can only 

happen ONCE per c
ard/player a

ctio
n.

Vulnerable: T
he next t

im
e 

Conspira
cy Theory to

kens are added 

here, a
dd 1 a

dditio
nal to

ken. 

Select: T
his m

eans yo
u m

ust 

orig
inate at a

 specific node, 

demarked by th
e select k

eyword. 

For e
xample, if

 it 
states “S

elect 

Engaged,” t
he entir

e actio
n has to

 

occur o
n a node yo

u contro
l.

Disru
ptio

n: T
his card is

 played 

durin
g th

e re
gular s

teps on yo
ur 

turn. Y
ou can only play one 

disruptio
n per t

urn step.

Spre
ader Edgelord

s Your c
ards re

place yo
ur p

layer s
teps. Y

ou can 

only play one card per s
tep. If

 yo
u have m

ultip
le 

cards of t
he same step yo

u can discard th
em 

to re
peat t

he c
ard yo

u p
layed fo

r t
hat s

tep. 

For e
xample, y

our h
and of 5

 contains a step 1 

disruptio
n, a

nd 4
 step 3

 d
isruptio

ns. O
n yo

ur 

turn, yo
u w

ill (
probably) p

lay th
e step 1 d

isruptio
n, 

follo
w step 2 as w

rit
ten on yo

ur b
oard, p

lay one 

step 3 disruptio
n and discard th

e other t
hree to

 

repeat t
he step 3 card yo

u played th
ree m

ore 

tim
es. N

ow o
ut o

f c
ard

s, y
ou w

ould fo
llo

w 

steps 4 and 5 as w
rit

ten on th
e board.

Power -
 Double Down





Objectives: As an educator you might not 

always see the impact of your work, but 

take strength in the fact that giving 

users the tools to check for themselves 

will pay off.

Step 1: Inform the Public:

Add 1 Critically Aware token to 

a controlled node.

Step 2: Instruct: 

Play cards from hand.

Step 3: Prepare Lessons:

Draw back to 5
Player Tips:

1. Educators struggle to engage 

across the networks so think wisely 

about where and how you are building 

out your places of influence. 

2. Your ability to critique is powerful 

but relies on the amount of tokens 

you have to be truly effective. Think 

about how you might construct ways 

to maximize your removal efficiency.

Turn Sequence:

Keywords:
Buy-In: When a node gains tokens 

that would place it over its capacity 

(4 for conspiracy) it instead adds 

one of the tokens added to each 

node connected to it. This can only 

happen ONCE per card/player action.

Critique: Remove Conspiracy tokens 

equal to the number of Critically 

Aware tokens on the node selected.

Select: This means you must 

originate at a specific node, 

demarked by the select keyword. 

For example, if it states “Select 

Engaged,” the entire action has to 

occur on a node you control.

Teach: Add Critically Aware tokens 

based on the number given.

Stopper
Digital Literacy 

Educators

As many times as you want on your turn, 

discard a card from your hand to Add 1 

Critically Aware token to a node connected 

to a controlled node.

Power - Teach Them to Share:

Objectives: You can’t change everyone’s 

mind, but maybe you can give people a 

clear answer when they are trying to 

understand all this content about birds 

and reptiles.

Step 1: Stay Vigilant:

Add 1 Flag to 3 different nodes.

Step 2: Get to Work: 

Play and/or use discard power.

Step 3: Evaluate Queries:

For each node with a Flag AND 

Moderator remove one Flag and 

Remove 2.
Step 4: Draw back to hand 

size (5)

Player Tips:

1. Be wary of moving all your 

Moderators to one side of the board.

2. Don’t be afraid to use your power 

to discard and choose an action.

Turn Sequence:

Keywords:
Remove: Remove a 

conspiracy token based on 

the number following-

Flag and Moderator: These 

are tokens you use to 

navigate the board 

(Moderator) and mark 

communities (Flag).

Select: This means you must 

originate at a specific node, 

demarked by the select 

keyword. For example, if it 

states “Select Engaged,” the 

entire action has to occur on 

a node you control.

Stoper Platform 
Moderators

As many times as you want on your 

turn, discard a card from your hand to 

choose one of these three actions: 

Move a Moderator 1, add 1 Flag, or 

Remove 1.

Power - Mobilize the Community





Fact Checker Token

A

Critically Aware Token

A

Vulnerable Token

A

Critically Aware Token

A

Fact Checker Token

A

Vulnerable Token

A

Vulnerable Token

A
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Each player’s turn is somewhat unique where they will go through 
a series of steps that follow the player boards. They typically 
follow the outline below:
1. Follow player boards:

a) Player-specific action (this is depending on the actor you are 
playing as)

b) Cards played from their hand
c) Discard any cards they do not want anymore
d) Redraw to hand limit (5 cards)

2. Determine points earned
3. Reactions by other players. (At the start of this phase, players 

must declare if they want to react—this is to avoid people 
reacting to reactions).

Turns

Basics of Gameplay

• As the game goes on, players will use their cards and specific 
actor abilities to add or remove different conspiracies and 
tokens from the game board. 

• Each node has a maximum amount of tokens it can hold (4 
of any mix of conspiracy tokens; 3 of Critically Aware tokens) 
and filling a node allows players to better spread (or slow the 
spread) of a theory. 

• Players receive points at the end of their turn BEFORE reactions 
occur. Focusing on your objective to control a network or scrub 
one of conspiracy should be a driving force for your turn. In a 
four-player game, we encourage you to try and plan with your 
teammate an effective strategy to achieve your goals.
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Key Rules/Terms

Buy In: Each node has a maximum number of tokens it can 
hold (4 for conspiracy tokens of any theory; 3 for Critically Aware 
tokens). When a player card or power adds a token to a full node 
(e.g., the 5th conspiracy token) a “Buy In” will occur. Instead 
of adding another token to the node, the player will add one to 
each connected node, if there is room. This can happen once 
per player card/power (so Buy Ins cannot trigger other Buy Ins).

Theories: Some cards will be differentiated based on the 
conspiracy theory they help deal with or spread. There are two 
theories: (1) that the lizard people are taking over and (2) that 
birds are government drones. Cards that reference a specific 
theory can only be used to spread or stop that theory and 
will not impact the other theory (i.e., a lizard-themed “Spread 
Conspiracy” card will add one Lizard token to the engaged node 
and one Lizard token to a connected node). If the card does 
not specify a theory when adding tokens, the player can choose 
either theory.

Reactions: At the end of each player’s turn there is an 
opportunity for the other players to react. Each player may only 
react ONCE between turns. Additionally, you cannot draw back 
cards after using a reaction, and reactions cannot be used on 
your turn. At the start of this phase, players must declare if they 
want to react—this is to avoid people reacting to reactions.

Alternative SNS: These nodes and networks are purely visual 
to help you reference the token colours for each theory. No player 
cards can affect them (some scenarios in the future might). 
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Engaged: Some cards will reference an engaged node. This is 
any node that has at least one of your tokens (even if someone 
else also has tokens on it).

Connected: This refers to any node with a visible connection 
to the selected node.

Vulnerable: A node marked as vulnerable will gain an additional 
conspiracy token the first time one is added to it. Once this 
happens, remove the Vulnerability token.

Tokens

Flags: These are primarily used by Moderators and help 
them remove content from specific nodes.

Conspiracy Theory: There are two types of theories, 
each represented by a different token (either a bird, or 
lizard image). These are primarily used by the conspiracy 
theorists and represent users believing in specific theories.

Critically Aware: These are primarily used by Digital 
Literacy Educators and reflect users who are applying 
critical analysis to content. They can help remove content 
from nodes.

Moderator: These represent users who determine what 
is and is not allowed in a community. Used by Platform 
Moderators, they roam around the map to check and 
remove content.

Vulnerability Token: These mark communities as 
vulnerable, which means the next time a conspiracy is 
added there it adds one more.

Critically Aware Token

A

Fact Checker Token

A

Vulnerable Token

A
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Scoring

Points are determined at the end of each player’s turn and are 
based on specific criteria depending on whether they are playing 
as spreaders or stoppers.

4-player game:
• Conspiracy Theorists and Edgelords receive points for each 

Mainstream SNS network where they control all nodes. Each 
of the outer networks is worth 1 point (Chrpr, MeTube, Tik Tak, 
and Shreddit). The inner network (Thoughtbook) is worth 3. 

• Platform Moderators and Digital Literacy Educators receive 
points for each Mainstream SNS network with no conspiracy 
tokens. Each of the outer networks is worth 1 point. The inner 
network (Thoughtbook) is worth 2.  

2-player game: 
• Conspiracy Theorists or Edgelords receive points for each 

Mainstream SNS network where they control all nodes. Each 
of the outer networks is worth 2 points (Chrpr, MeTube, Tik Tak, 
and Shreddit). The inner network (Thoughtbook) is worth 3. 

• Platform Moderators or Digital Literacy Educators receive 
points for each Mainstream SNS network with no conspiracy 
tokens. Each of the outer networks is worth 2 points. The inner 
network is worth 3. 
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Each of the playable characters has their own deck of cards, 
player boards, and tokens that they specifically use in the game. 
Each follows a different play pattern outline below:

Player Character 
Full Descriptions:

Spreader: Conspiracy Theorists

Deck: 2 Reactions, 10 Actions

Play Description: Conspiracy Theorists rely on existing content 
in order to spread their content. Using their power alongside 
their cards, they can quickly work towards a “Buy In” within 
specific networks and regions. Alternatively, their cards let them 
build chains of support. To play them, focus on avoiding where 
Moderators and flags might be able to stop you, and see where 
you can build up support to spread your message.

Tips: They hold powerful reactions that allow them to negate some 
of their losses when content is removed, however conspiracy 
theorists rely on at least some support to exist in a network, so 
make sure you always have somewhere to add your tokens.
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Spreader:  Edgelords

Deck: 12 Step Disruptions

Play Description: Edgelords alter how their turn takes place by 
doubling down on actions in order to repeat behaviour. Unlike 
others, an Edgelord’s cards alter the steps on their turn. They 
can play disruptions to change the steps written on their player 
board (completing the played card instead). However, they can 
only play one card per step, relying on their power to “double 
down” on what they played and repeat the action.

Tips: Edgelords have the power to add content to any node 
on the board. Being strategic in how they use this power can 
cause massive swings in support and proliferations of users that 
stoppers cannot properly respond to. Work with Conspiracy 
Theorists to create Buy Ins from existing support, or create 
spaces for them to engage with.

Stopper: Platform Moderators

Deck: 1 Reaction, 11 Actions

Play Descriptions: Platform Moderators have powerful tools for 
removing content but require set up to be successful. On your 
turn, use flags and Moderators to remove content with your cards 
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Stopper: Digital Literacy Educators

Deck: 2 Reactions, 10 Actions

Play Description: Digital Literacy Educators focus on building 
“aware” users and then activating them (using cards) to remove 
content. Your removal cards, while powerful, are few and far 
between so think wisely about when you might use them. 

Tips: Your ability to traverse the board is limited, so be wary of 
where you choose to build up your tokens.

OR set up to have your 3rd step (evaluate Queries) do the work for 
you. Be aware of where you place and move your Moderators, as 
without their presence you cannot stop conspiracy. Additionally, 
recognize which theories you can and cannot stop on your turn 
and work with your cards to be as effective as possible.

Tips: Do not hesitate to use your power as its effect can be just 
enough to stop conspiracy in its tracks. 
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